A concise review of the derivation of the Born rule and Schrödinger equation from first principles is provided. The starting point is a formalization of fundamental notions of measurement and composition, leading to a general framework for physical theories known as the positive formalism. Consecutively adding notions of spacetime, locality, absolute time and causality recovers the well established convex operational framework for classical and quantum theory. Requiring the partially ordered vector space of states to be an anti-lattice one obtains quantum theory in its standard formulation. This includes Born rule and Schrödinger equation.
mathematical formula as follows,
Here we have introduced a pairing ·, · between probes of a given type and corresponding boundary conditions. The pairing takes non-negative real values. These values are not in general probabilities, but can be thought of as "relative probabilities" or compatibilities. So, P ( * ), b quantifies the compatibility between the experimental setup and the boundary condition. P (A), b quantifies this same compatibility, but where in addition the occurrence of outcome A is imposed. Crucially, the inequality P (A) ≤ P ( * ) encoding relative generality translates precisely into a corresponding inequality of compatibilities:
This guarantees that the quotient (1) is less or equal to one, as a probability must be. Note that this inequality will hold for any boundary condition b. Conversely, we may use this to define the partial order relation in the space of probes of a given type. This amounts to viewing probes, via the pairing, as real valued functions on a set (the set of boundary conditions). The real vector space of real valued functions on a set naturally carries a partial order compatible with the vector space structure. It is thus called a partially ordered vector space. There holds f ≤ g for functions f and g if f (x) ≤ g(x) for all elements x of the set. We denote the partially ordered vector space spanned by all probes of a given type by P. We denote the subset of positive elements of P by P + . We call an element positive if it satisfies 0 ≤ P . This subset is in fact a convex cone. In particular, all probes are positive since compatibilities are non-negative. Returning to the example, we also have a completeness condition that assures that probabilities add up to one. Here, for any boundary condition b, P (A), b + P (B), b = P ( * ), b .
This translates to, P (A) + P (B) = P ( * ).
What is more, we shall assume that all elements of P + are probes. This may be justified as follows. Firstly, we claim that performing a probabilistic mixture of experiments is also a valid experiment. Thus, probabilistic mixtures of probes are probes. Secondly, we notice a rescaling freedom for probes in expression (1) . (Only relative scalings are important.) Thus a positive multiple of a probe is again a probe. Consequently, linear combinations of probes with positive coefficients are probes. In this way we obtain the whole cone P + . In contrast, we call general elements of P generalized probes. 1 Similarly, it is legitimate to form probabilistic mixtures of boundary conditions and expression (1) reveals a scaling freedom also for these. In this way, the boundary conditions form a positive cone B + in a partially ordered vector space B of generalized boundary conditions. The pairing ·, · thus becomes a map P + × B + → R + 0 and we extend it bilinearly to a map P × B → R.
We take a closer look at the interplay of composition and boundary conditions. Suppose we consider the composition of a probe P with a probe Q. We recall that the boundary conditions for the probe P encode knowledge about correlations between P and the rest of the world. Now Q is part of this rest of the world. Thus, we should expect part of these boundary conditions to encode correlations with Q and another part correlations with the rest of the world excluding Q. Corresponding considerations hold for Q. To formalize this we introduce a notion of decomposition of the spaces of boundary conditions. On the level of generalized boundary conditions which are vector spaces, this decomposition should take the form of a tensor product. This is again because we permit probabilistic combinations as well as rescalings.
In the example with probes P and Q, call the corresponding spaces of generalized boundary conditions B P and B Q . We denote the decompositions by B P = B P Q ⊗ B ′ P and B Q = B P Q ⊗ B ′ Q . Crucially, the space B P Q of boundary conditions encoding correlations between P and Q appears in both decompositions. What is more, P and Q are composed "along" B P Q . The joint probe P ⋄ Q, arising from this composition has a space of boundary conditions that decomposes as B = B ′ P ⊗ B ′ Q . We allow a special transparent probe that does not correspond to any actual intervention, measurement or observation, but just "lets signals pass through" from any space B of boundary conditions to a copy of this same space. Using this we can derive an inner product ·, · : B × B → R that is positive-definite and non-negative on pairs of positive elements (proper boundary conditions). This in turn leads to the composition rule of probes as follows. We return to the example of probes P and Q with corresponding spaces of boundary conditions
We arrive at an axiomatic framework for physical theories, called the abstract positive formalism. Its main mathematical ingredients, called probes and boundary conditions, are partially ordered vector spaces. Crucially this framework includes rules for the prediction of physically measurable quantities, the simplest of those taking the form of formula (1) . A physical theory now consists of a model satisfying the axioms, i.e., an explicit specification of spaces of probes, boundary conditions, types etc. along with a correspondence to physical phenomena for some of these objects.
Spacetime and locality
The framework as considered so far is meant to be general and minimalistic, involving as few assumptions about our concrete experience of the physical world as possible. However, adding suitable structure that codifies (perhaps a simplified version of) this experience can greatly improve the practical usefulness and predictive power of the framework when applicable. We proceed here to integrate a notion of spacetime into the framework, which allows to implement the powerful principle of locality.
We suppose that measurements can be localized in spacetime regions. In fact, we identify the types of probes with spacetime regions. In this way we assign to each spacetime region M its corresponding space P M of (generalized) probes. We permit the composition of probes only if the underlying spacetime regions have no intersection, except in their boundaries. That is, the composition of probes corresponds to a composition of the underlying spacetime regions in terms of a gluing operation. Similarly, we associate the space of (generalized) boundary conditions for probes in M to the boundary hypersurface ∂M of the region M , with notation B ∂M . More generally, we allow the association of a space B Σ of boundary conditions to any hypersurface Σ. Moreover, we bring into correspondence decompositions of spaces of boundary conditions with decompositions of the underlying hypersurfaces. Thus, a decomposition of a hypersurface Σ is its presentation as a union Σ = Σ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σ n of hypersurfaces such that the components may intersect only in their boundaries. To this corresponds then the tensor product decomposition of associated spaces of boundary conditions, B Σ = B Σ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ B Σn . The composition of probes in adjacent spacetime regions involves the decomposition of the boundary hypersurface of each involved region into pieces. Each piece arises as the intersections with the boundaries of one of the other regions. Returning to the example of composing probes P and Q, these are now associated to underlying spacetime regions M and N . The boundaries ∂M and ∂N intersect in some hypersurface Σ P Q . This leads to decompositions ∂M = Σ P Q ∪ Σ P and ∂N = Σ P Q ∪ Σ Q , where Σ P and Σ Q are the non-intersecting pieces of the boundaries. We recover the previously 4 considered decomposition the spaces of boundary conditions as follows,
Crucially, two probes only share a space of boundary conditions if the underlying regions are adjacent, that is if parts of their boundaries intersect. This implements the powerful principle of locality which dramatically reduces the possible direct connections between probes in a composition. The underlying physical idea is that interaction is exclusively mediated by signals traversing spacetime and thereby necessarily crossing interfacing hypersurfaces. For each spacetime region there is a special kind of probe that corresponds to not making any intervention, measurement or observation in this region. We call this the nul probe. Clearly, the composition of nul probes is a nul probe. We arrive at the local positive formalism, also called spacetime positive formalism (and previously simply referred to as the positive formalism). It is at this level that we may make contact with classical field theory or quantum field theory [1] . However, as we are interested in recovering the standard formulation of quantum there we proceed to specialize to a non-relativistic picture of spacetime.
Time, evolution and causality
We drastically simplify the notion of spacetime to a linear notion of time, measured in terms of real numbers. Spacetime regions are reduced to time-intervals [t 1 , t 2 ] and finite unions of these. Hypersurfaces are reduced to instants of time (and finite unions thereof). In particular, we have a space of boundary conditions B t for each time t ∈ R. Any other space of boundary conditions arises as a tensor product of these. We also call B t the state space at time t and its elements (generalized) states. Intuitively speaking, a state parametrizes knowledge about the past relevant for making predictions about the future. But it also parametrizes information about the future relevant for making predictions about the past. What is more, by construction, any possibly relevant information about the past (or future) may be encoded in this way.
Probes are associated to time intervals and admit a pairing with boundary conditions that arise from tensor products of initial and final states. However, it turns out to be convenient to view probes instead as maps from the initial to the final state space. This is equivalent via the inner product. Consider a time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] and a corresponding probe P ∈ P
P is uniquely determined by P and vice versa. Note crucially that the positivity of P implies thatP maps positive elements to positive elements, i.e., restricts to a map B
(The converse is not necessarily true, see [1] for more details.) From this point onwards we exclusively use the presentation of probes as maps between state spaces and refer to them as operations.
(We also drop the tilde in the notation, i.e., write P to meanP .) This has the advantage that the somewhat cumbersome composition rule for probes (4) translates into a simple composition of maps. Recall the special nul probe (or operation) for any time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] which represents the absence of any intervention, measurement or observation during that time. We denote this by T [t 1 ,t 2 ] : B t 1 → B t 2 and call it the time evolution map. Time evolution maps compose as
for t 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ t 3 because nul probes compose to nul probes.
We introduce a further simplification at his point, namely we suppose that all the state spaces B t are isomorphic and can be canonically identified with a single state space B via a time translation symmetry. Operations are then positive operators on B, i.e., linear maps B → B that preserve positivity. Further, we refer from here onwards to a generic space of operations P + ⊆ P without necessarily specifying an initial and final time for each operation. Let us consider the form the probability formula (1) takes with the newly introduced notation. Thus, we consider a measurement with two possible outcomes A and B. The operations P (A) and P ( * ) represent the 5 measurement with specific outcome A and unspecified outcome respectively. We need to specify an initial state b 1 ∈ B + and a final state b 2 ∈ B + to obtain a probability Π for the occurrence of outcome A, But what if we do not have any knowledge about the future (or past)? To codify this situation we distinguish a special state e ∈ B + . Recall how the partial order structure of B + corresponds to a hierarchy of generality. What we want is a "maximally general" state, a state of maximal uncertainty. In terms of the partial order this should mean something like b ≤ e for any other state b. Of course this cannot be literally true, because we have rescaling freedom. But taking this into account we can demand the inequality after suitable rescaling. That is, we demand that for any state b ∈ B + there exist λ > 0 such that b ≤ λe. Such an element of a partially ordered vector space is called an order unit. Our distinguished state e is thus a particular order unit (in general there are many). We are now in a position to talk about a measurement without post-selection. This is achieved by setting the final state to be the state of maximal uncertainty, b 2 = e in formula (6). This is also referred to as discarding the system that has been measured. Note that we could equally contemplate using the state of maximal uncertainty as an initial state or even introducing this concept already at the level of the local or abstract positive formalism, but this is outside of the scope of this short piece.
The concept of the state of maximal uncertainty gives us the opportunity to hard-code another well established empirical principle into the formalism, namely causality. By this we mean that a future choice of measurement (but not outcome!) does not influence outcomes in the past. To this end we distinguish non-selective from selective operations. Thus, consider again a measurement with two possible outcomes A and B and corresponding operations P (A), P (B), P ( * ). Then, the operation P ( * ) is non-selective as it only represents performing the measurement without knowledge of the outcome, while the operations P (A) and P (B) are selective as they select outcome A or B.
Consider now the consecutive execution of two measurements of this type, first P , then Q. Given a fixed initial state b ∈ B + , the probability Π to measure outcome A via P and then discarding should be the same as when performing Q (without getting to know its outcome) after P and only then discarding. That is,
For this to hold with arbitrary b and P requires the normalization condition for non-selective operations, e, Q( * )c = e, c , ∀c ∈ B + .
For selective probes this implies a corresponding inequality, e.g., Q(A) ≤ Q( * ) implies, e, Q(A)c ≤ e, Q( * )c = e, c . From this point onwards we implement the causality principle by requiring non-selective operations to satisfy the normalization condition (8). Note that this condition is time asymmetric, in contrast to all other elements of the formalism considered so far. Non-degeneracy and positivity of the inner product imply that the inner product between the state of maximal uncertainty e and an arbitrary state b ∈ B + that is non-zero, b = 0, is strictly positive e, b > 0. We can take advantage of this to introduce a normalization condition for states. We say that a state b ∈ B + is normalized if e, b = 1. Thus, any non-zero state can be 6 normalized by multiplying it with a positive scalar. We denote the subset of normalized states by B n ⊆ B + ⊆ B. Using normalized states when the normalization condition for non-selective operations is enforced leads to simplifications of some formulas. Most notably, the probability for the outcome of a sequence of measurements takes the form of a linear expression. However, this only works if the system is discarded at the end and no conditioning on outcomes is considered. For a single measurement P the probability Π of outcome A with initial state b ∈ B n takes the simple form, Π = e, P (A) b .
This arises from formula (6) with b 2 = e, b 1 = b ∈ B n because the denominator takes the value 1, as P ( * ) satisfies (8).
If we perform consecutive measurements we can ask how we should "update" a state to codify the outcome of a previous measurement. Starting with a state b ∈ B + and performing a measurement P with outcome A, the probability for an outcome B in a subsequent measurement Q is,
Here we have set c = P (A)b. This can be seen as the updated state. However, if we want to take advantage of simplified formulas such as (9) we have to work with normalized state. This yields the state update rule,
The convex operational framework
The framework we have arrived at is the well known convex operational framework, designed to describe classical and quantum theory in a unified way [2] . The main ingredients of this framework are thus a partially ordered vector space B called (generalized) state space and a partially ordered vector space P of (generalized) operations. The elements of P are linear operators on B with the subset P + of (proper) operations mapping states to states, i.e., B + to itself. Moreover, there is a special state of maximal uncertainty e ∈ B + which is an order unit. We have a subset B n ⊆ B + of normalized states b that satisfy e, b = 1. Operations are nonselective or selective with the former satisfying the normalization condition (8). Probabilities for outcomes of single measurements with out post-selection take the form (9) and come with the state update rule (11). The evolution of states in the absence of any measurement or intervention is encoded in the time evolution maps T [t 1 ,t 2 ] ∈ P + , associated to time intervals [t 1 , t 2 ]. These compose in the obvious way, as already remarked. We shall assume now in addition that the time evolution maps T [t 1 ,t 2 ] preserve the structure of the state space completely. This is reasonable if we are considering a complete description of physics in the sense that we are not neglecting any interaction with an "exterior" system. Thus, T [t 1 ,t 2 ] : B → B is an isomorphism of vector spaces and reduces to a bijection of positive cones B + → B + . Moreover, it preserves the inner product ·, · and the state of maximal uncertainty, T [t 1 ,t 2 ] e = e which implies that it also preserves the subset of normalized states B n . We make now another simplifying assumption about the physics, namely that time evolution is itself time translation invariant. That is, . In this way we obtain a one-parameter group of isomorphisms of B, i.e., satisfying T ∆ 1 T ∆ 2 = T ∆ 1 +∆ 2 and T 0 = id.
Classical theory
After this lightning review of the convex operational framework as derived from first principles via the positive formalism we come to the question of how we recover the details of the standard 7 formulation of quantum theory from it. The answer is that, of course, we cannot do so yet as we have not introduced any principle that would exclude, say, classical physics. Indeed, not all partially ordered vector spaces are alike, even with the additional structures they carry in our case. (This is in notable contrast to, say, infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert spaces.) It is thus not surprising that radically different models of physics can be captured with this framework. We start with a particular type of partially ordered vector space as state space, a lattice. Roughly speaking this means that for any two positive elements b, c ∈ B + there is are positive element that represent the minimum min(b, c) and one that represents the maximum max(b, c) of the two elements. This turns out to imply that B is the vector space C(L) of functions over a set L. This set L is nothing but the phase space of a classical theory. B + is the subset of positive functions, i.e., the functions that have everywhere non-negative values. The physical interpretation of the states is that of statistical distributions on phase space. Without explaining details let us quickly go over the other structures. There is also a measure µ on L and the inner product on B is the corresponding L 2 -inner product,
The state e of maximal uncertainty is the constant function of unit value. (We assume that all functions are bounded.) The normalization condition e, b for a state b ∈ B + means that its has unit integral. The operations are positive maps B → B which fall into classes with different physical interpretations. An interesting class is given by the particular observables that are characteristic functions χ S for subsets S ⊆ L of the phase space. This yields a selective operation as the map b → χ S · b. The corresponding non-selective operation is the identity operator. This map encodes a measurement to determine whether the system is in the subset S. The probability for an affirmative answer is given by formula (9) and the corresponding update of the statistical distribution is the state update rule (11). Another interesting class of operations are those that preserve the structure of B completely. It turns out that these are necessarily induced by measure preserving bijections v : L → L and take the form, b → b • v −1 . The time evolution maps are of this type. In particular, they arise thus from a one-parameter group of measure preserving bijections v ∆ in phase space. This flow in phase space can be described infinitesimally by a vector field. Usually there is a symplectic structure on phase space so that this is the Hamiltonian vector field of the Hamiltonian function.
Quantum theory
Another type of partially ordered vector space arises as the space of self-adjoint operators on a complex Hilbert space H with inner product denoted by ·, · . One way to characterize this type of space is as an anti-lattice. That is, for any two positive elements a minimum or maximum exits only in the trivial case when the elements are linearly dependent. Thus, the generalized state space B consists of self-adjoint operators on H. B + is the subset of positive operators, i.e., operators b such that bψ, ψ ≥ 0 for all ψ ∈ H. The inner product on B is then necessarily the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, b, c = tr(bc),
and the state of maximal uncertainty is e = id, the identity operator (both up to suitable equivalence). The state normalization condition acquires the simple form e, b = tr(b) = 1 for b ∈ B + . In particular, the subset B n ⊆ B + is thus precisely the set of positive operators on H of unit trace. The set P + of operations is the set of completely positive maps B → B.
(In the language of Section 4: A generalized probe is positive if and only if the associated probe map is completely positive.) In the present context they are called quantum operations. 8
Such an operation Q can be written in terms of Kraus operators {K i } i∈I as, Qb = i K i bK † i . The normalization condition for non-selective operations (8), is easily seen to be equivalent to tr( i K † i K i ) = 1. The special case of a measurement given by an observable A, i.e., a self-adjoint operator on H is as follows. Let i a i P i be the spectral decomposition of A in terms of orthogonal projectors P i . (For simplicity we suppose a finite sum.) a i are the distinct real numbers labeling the distinct measurement outcomes. The non-selective operation Q( * ) associated with this measurement is the map b → i P i bP i while the selective operation Q(k) selecting outcome k is, b → P k bP k . With this the probability (9) for outcome k in state b ∈ B n becomes, Π = e, Q(k)b = tr(P k b).
If b is a pure state, i.e., can be written as b = |ψ ψ| for ψ ∈ H in the usual bra-ket notation, then this is also the same as, Π = ψ, P k ψ .
If P k is a one-dimensional projector, i.e., of the form P k = |η k η k |, then this in turn can be written as,
This is precisely the Born rule. The state transformation rule (11) in case of outcome k is,
in terms of pure states if applicable. The latter expression is justified by reproducing the former and involves a convenient, but irrelevant choice of phase. In particular, we recover the Lüders rule.
We proceed to consider operations that preserve the structure of the state space, including its inner product and state of maximal uncertainty. These have necessarily the form b → U bU † , where U is a unitary operator on H. In particular, for the one-parameter group of time-evolution maps T ∆ this means that (fixing phases as necessary) there is a corresponding one-parameter group of unitary maps U ∆ such that T ∆ b = U ∆ bU † ∆ . This satisfies U ∆ 1 U ∆ 2 = U ∆ 1 +∆ 2 and U 0 = id. By Stone's theorem there exists then a self-adjoint operator H on H such that U ∆ = exp(−i∆H), called the Hamiltonian operator. Adopting the notation b(t) = T t b = U t bU −1 t we can then write the time evolution of the state b(t) as a differential equation,
where [·, ·] denotes the commutator. This is precisely the quantum Liouville equation, i.e., the special case of the Lindblad equation for closed systems. For a pure state b(t) = |ψ(t) ψ(t)| we can set |ψ(t) = U t |ψ(0) . In differential form,
This is the Schrödinger equation.
